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SPACE
ASTEROI D-One of many small planets whose

orbits lie between !he,orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

CONSTELLATION'-A group .or configuration. of
many stars that form a definite pattern in the sky,
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the total number ol seconds 'in a year's time ..
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Space Age has brought great interest
;iles and high altitude research. Today,
not a faraway dream for future gen-
mtastic energy necessary to hurl a
lite into orbit at 18,000 miles per hour

is no longer beyond our technological means. This
chart has been prepared to help people better under-
stand the basic make-up of the Solar System and
the fundamental problems that confront the scientist
in his efforts to push back the vast frontiers of space.
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AT
THE McLAUGHLIN PLANETARIUM,

SEE ...

Astronomical displays contain historical
background

The Zeiss Planetarium Instrument in
the Star Theatre

Animated display recreating famous walk in
space of United States astronaut Edward H. White

Lighted information panels brighten route
to Star Theatre

Hall of Stars features glowing globes Variety of colourful displays fascinates
visitors to exhibit area
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